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BMAF Membership 
 

At the end of 2019 there were 5155 confirmed members of BMAF area clubs, with a total of 5336 memberships 

between them.  This represents an increase of some 84 area club members over 2018.  30% of area club members 

have however held back on renewal in 2020 pending relaxation of the Covid-19 restrictions and the re-start of 

competition. 

BMAF OpenTrack System 
 

83% of all confirmed area club members have now used BMAF OpenTrack, an increase of 3% over last year. 

Now that all BMAF individual championships are open to all registered athletes over the age of 35 to compete in, 

there could in theory be many more such open competitors but in practice, the numbers are limited and most either 

don’t return after one entering one event which was nearby or they go on to join a BMAF area club to gain the full 

benefits of membership.  

We continued to use Opentrack CMS for the results of all our road and cross-country championships during the last 

12 months, which enabled team results to be calculated more quickly and to use age-graded percentages.  They 

were shown on individual performances and used to derive the results of the Inter-Area cross-country challenge, 

They will also be used in future for the teams competitions in the longer-distance road championships where they 

are too few teams in each age category to make a meaningful result when the sum of times method is followed. 

This year OpenTrack CMS was used for the first time by BMAF for the publication of the results of the indoor track & 

field championships in place of Hytek.  In conjunction with photo finish for the track events and electronic recording 

of field results, we expected to be able to publish results on the internet almost instantly each race or field event 

finishes but this was only partially successful because of the lack of officials, athletes registration/declaration issues 

and initial problems linking up with the photofinish system at Lee Valley.   

As a result of the Coronavirus lockdown, all of the summer competitions to date have been deferred/cancelled but 

BMAF held its first virtual 5k relays on 14-20 June to celebrate the real championships in Birmingham.  Without the 

need to travel and free competition entry, there were more than 4,100 entries from all over the UK, with more than 

3,200 finishers. Close to £12,000 was raised for the benefit of MacMillan Cancer Support. Certificates were emailed 

to the individual winners and winning teams in each age category, both overall and for Scotland, Wales and Northern 

Ireland.  556 of the finishers (17%) were BMAF area club members with large numbers from several clubs, the largest 

being VAC with 94 running.   

BMAF Communications 
 

We have increased the communications with our area club members on all the BMAF events via the BMAF website, 

mass emails and social media.  We are also promoting masters athletics to people who are not yet BMAF area club 

members with the support of Athletics Weekly and England Athletics.  We now have a dedicated British Masters 

page on the England Athletics website. 

We have launched the first full customer satisfaction survey to all area club members in June and 52% of area club 

members responded.  See the separate news item for details of the results.  
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